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ABSTRACT

41.

This iaper examines the detsrminants of women's share of the labor
t

.

force in the United States from 1940 to 1978. Utilizing a model drawn

/ *

gbbal and competition theory, we propose that the expansion of

the ecohomy, the relative proportion of women in the population, female

fiom e

Ns

tertiary education, and governmental Involvement in ihe economy operate

to inbrease women's share of-he labor force; unioniiation and fertility

operate to decr base women's share. Empirical results frime-series
a

analysis indicate that most Of\hese factors are tigiiificant and'have

the predicted effects with the eXbeption of the non-signifccant effects

of fertility. Also,"same labor'force differences by female age groups

are found. Directiohs for future research should include the more

direct specification of female and,male competition in the labor force

and the suitability of thks model Tor crossJnational analysis ofeemale

labor qrce participation.
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and unionization, that determine womeh's relative share(Of-the labor force

over time (for notable exceptions, see ,Oppenheimer,-1?70; Snydr and Hudip,s"

1976). pince ttle processes.that determine aggregate levels of women's .

share of the labor force may differ significantly from the determinant* of

A COMPETITIVE MODIIL DF WOMEN' S LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION
IN TIN UNITED STATES: 1940-1978 s

Thispaper formulates and specifies,am aggregate model

,

:relative sha
i
e of the lahor force ftom 1940 to 178. Previousiresearch in

the area of(women in the labot force has focused frequently on individual
)

J ' e

levelPexplanations of occupational attainment without atiention,to the

women's

.

sstructural coltext withig whichattainment takes place (Tteiman and

Terrell, 1975; Featherman and Hauser, 1976;.McClendon, 1976). Although

eecent research has incorporated structural or contextual factors such as

. \
labot markets and occupational segregation that may affect women's

paiticiPation lal-the labor force:(Beck et al., 1978; Wolf and Fligstein,,

. 199; Parceland Mueller, 1980; Rosenfeld, 1980; Ward and Mueller,
"4

there have been few aggregate or longitudinal analyses of the broadar

economie and soclal factors, e.g., economic expansion,,state'intervention,

individu'al level attainment, it is important te-Aevelop a theoretical

franework to examine the oyerali structural proceseet of women's labor

lw

c participation that may intervene in the individual attainMept process.

'We propose that an appropriate theoreticall formulation;for the explan.a-

4. tion of women's ielative share of the labor force over time can be derived"
4 \

frob ecological and comAtition theory (Hawley, 1950, 1968; Hannan and

Freeman,,1977). Within this framewcrk, jobs constitute resource* in the

Nft
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overall productive niche 'or the lallor force. Over time, women and men are

vieied as two segments of a population that are competing for aceess to and
1

dominance over the limited labor force resources. The number of emiloyment

opportunitiesior resources-per the competing populations in the productive, /

niche determine the relative 14Vel af competition, i.e., where resources are

scarce, there is greater compeption. Wheret,psources are incrpasing, then
4

competition is less intense. As a result, we argue that the size of the

productive niche relative

women's.treater access to

of the productive niche. -

-Live level 'of competition.

to the aduifpopulation is a major determinant of
-

labor force-resurcesziven past male dominance

At .0e-same time, other factors affect the rela-

For:example, the larger relative numbers of a

competing group in 'the labor force will pro.Ide an advantage, while con-
,

1

stiaints on competition can result from population

dertility. Furth

acteristics such as

, competition c,an be altered by populatios acquiring

advantageous attribOtes fOr competition like highei levels.of education or

,by prganizing.in the workplace through labor unions. Finally, factors

external to the productive ntche such as state intervention in the economy

can.altJr the competitive environment in favor of one group over another.

We briltly delineate g competitive mOdel of(women's labor force' partici-

pation. Then this model.is specified and hypotheses are tested through the

uss of data on women's share of the labor force from 1940 to 1978 and time

series analysis.

'A Competitive Model of Women's Labor Force Participation,

In this section,We will aiticulate the concepts of competition theory

which apply to.our argument. Our approach focuses on the productive'lliche,

4,
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which we define as ihe economic structure of paid labor force opportunities,

and on competition between segments of the population for resources within
\

and control aver the productive niche. EMphasis on the niche follows from

4

the assulption that selection among competing groups is defined by the ,

requirements and corresponding fitness of the relevant groups to existing

(
environments (Hannan and Freeman, 1977). We PiDpoSe that, over'time,

women's share of resources (relative to men) in the paid productive niche is

ilUnction of a Competitive process and changes in the nUMber of resources
0 -

per the total population, group characteristics that may constrain competi-

tion, attributes for competition, i.e., education or .cF.ganization, and

4
factOrs external to the productive niche that may alter the environment or

cpmpetition between groups.

Populations are said to occupy the same niche to the extent that they

depend on identical environment reource's. We consider income the direct

resource, but income is largely dependent on access to jobS'i thus, we define

resources a jobs.

In general, a niche is defined as all those combinations of resource

levels at which a given popu ation can survive and reproduce itself (Hannan

\''and Freeman; 1977.9bviousl , human populations have resources other than

jobs that providti. sustenance but within a capitalist economy we assume that

jobs have become the major resources for survival./ Fo'r,example, wffh the'

rise of industrial capitalism, there was a.transfer of cOmmadity Roduction

from the home prto the marketpla6, and the creation of the paid productive

niche controlled by males. Resources that were produced within the h011e

beCame defined as women's work and the resources in the marketplace (or paid

,labor) became primarily defined as men's work, in a new gender division of

6
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labor (Benston,. 1969; Young, 1981). Thus, the occupational structure and

.the family became separate but intevdependpnt niches within a single

environmeA., a paid productive niche outside the home dominated by males,

and an unpaid productive niche within the home occupied by females.'

EXisting within the larger paid productive niche are a number of

realized niches in which a segment of population oucompete's other local

segments. -Af example of a realized niche'within the overall labor force is

the occuiy,tional category of craftspers,ns where women have rarely had access

to these occupations. In terms of the issues at hand, it is clear that males

have dothihated the direct income niche; that is, they have been able,to out-

compete females for both the'number of jobs and control over the more

desirablejobs (Snyder and Hudis, 1976, Hartmann, 1976). It is the long-

term increase in women's share of the labor force, despite past male domina-
)

tion of the productiva niche, for which we seek an explanation.

Increasingly, ovJc time labor that has previously been performed within

the home has been transferred to the market or the larg.er productive Aiche.

As,more of women's use production within the home was transferiad to the

market, wamen who performed these productive aCtivities have changed the

location of their labor and moved into the paid 3Abor force (Oppenheimer,

1970). A the same time, technological advalices have resUfted in anj.ncrease.

in the number and types of jobs available--an increase in the diversity of

the paid productive niche. While some of the productive expansion-was taken

over by men, in the long run many of the new Jobs were, taken.over by women

seeking resources in the expanded production niche and, in some occupational

sectors, redefined,as the female sectors.'



Sknce men are unlikely to freely relinquish control over the existing

resources, we argue that the expansio of the number of available oppor-
nii)

tunities far employment is a preco tion to women's increased access to.the

labor,force. EXpansion can come about either as a simplincrease in the

number of jobslaVailable in all occupational sectors relaiive to the total

population, or as growth in selected industrial and occupational sectors

allocated to females. Ve therefore hypothesize that:

1

(1) The size'of the paid prOdUctive niche (or the number af

employment opporturaties relative to the adult popula-

tion) will ',bring aboui\an increase in women's share of

the labor force relative to men.

An increase in women's share of the labor forpe is not a completely

straightforward process, as we shall see. The availability o an economi-

cally 'active fpmale population of'st.;fficient size tod4compete for certain.

jobs, factorg constraining the compeiitive abilities of the female popula-

tion, and the nature of the change in particular productive processes all

interabt to impede women'entering the market economy in" the same,linear

fashion as their male predecessors.

Competition

Hannan and Freeman (1977) place emphasis on competition'as a determinant

of patterns of boclal organization. If competition is a prismary determlnant

of the employment patterns of women relative to men, we should find that

factors that directly affect competitive abilities will have significant

effects m women's shee of the labor force.

Competition becomes a factor in the .allocation,of job resources as a

result of the limits imposed by the environment or the economy; resources
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available to each competitor are finite and fixed.: As resource limits are

approached, competition, between menters of the same population can result

A

in density-dependent effects that stabilte the population, or in other

words, unemployment (hawley, 1950: At the tame time, competition between

women and men has frequently:resulted in the CO%-existehce of the two groups

in two different productive niches or through adaptation to the use of two

' diffe nt sets of resources (a cionsequence of competition mentioned by

Hannan.and Freeman [1977]). Hence, within the overall productive niche or

within the labor Porce, females aria. males have' co-existed by having aCcess

to differentiemploYment 8Pportunities and by differentiating into separate

6

but interdependent realized niches within the larger productive niche, al- ,

.though considerable.ovetlap expts (Milkman, 1976; Blau, 1979).- Additionally,

c

many women have remained within the unpaid productive niche or within the

home. -To the extent that women and men co-exist in separate realized niches,'

women's employment may be relatively unaffected by flUCluations in the

number of jobs availab to the population. -However, given the upper limit

of actual emplozmen opportunities relative to the ad?lt population and

men's dominance over access to the labor force, we hypothesize that:

(2) 'Higher,levels of unemployment will lower women's share

of employment (relative to men).

Ecological theory holds that patterns of resource use tend to be

specialized toward segments of the population with distinct4characterltics.

-1 Without suggesting arguments as to ultimate causes, the reproductive fUnc7

tion of females has, kor both biological and social reasOns, tied women)mo;e

closely to the home. This biological characteristic has served to socially

and economically distinguish\--the productive niches of women and men .

9



(Eisenstein,C1979). To the extent that reproductive Capacity distinguishes

femile and male competitors, the importance of this characteridtic should

'be one determinant of :the differences between the two segments of the popu-
;

J

lation. Previous #udies have shown that the social and economic roles

allocated to women because of their reProduCilve capacity may lower wamen's
.e

labor farce participation. On the other hand, researchOlas shown that in-

crease7d access to the lalpor force may lead to the reductiOn of fertility as

women recognize the costs of childbearing to labor force careers (Standing,

1978;.Kupinsky7,?.980). Additionally, fertility and age may combine to pro-

vide differential labor force patterns between older and younger women.

Oppenheimer (1970) found that the demand for female labor in the 1950s.was

I -
Met by older women dile to the decrease in younger female labor force which

was busily engaged in childliearing activities. More recently, with the

7 .

.increasing growth of the.clabor force and deMQ for female labor, researchers

have noted that the younger female cohorts' patterns of participation despite

childbearing havp become similar to that of males (Kreps and Clark, 1976).

Given the recent reduction in birthrates and the rationalization of Child-
i
iparing activities in the United States, the biological constraints on women

shoUld be reduced. Ip the long rup, while these two factors may be mutually

reinfocing, we hypothesize that:

(3) Fertility will operate as a greater cOnstraint on younger

women's competitive abilities in contratt with the competi-
.

tive abilities of older women.

(3.a.) Lowerifertillty rates will increase the labor force share

ot wom

4
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Thus, with the reduction (but not elimination) of constraints-unique
A

to females and with alterations of the pattern of resource.availability of

the respective paid andunpaid productive niches, we should expect to find

females increasing1 y'. adopting the roles associated with the more favored

male jobs. Women's movement into the productive niche does not always

tesult in competition with men. To the extent that women have a distinct

set of resources within ttlrproductiye niche such as highly sex-segregated

occupations, they can co-exist with the dominant segment of the population

without directly engaging in compeiition. Ultimately, the limiting resource

in competition is the nuMber of available jobs relative to the number of

adults in the population or the continuing expansion of the productive

' niche. When the carrying capacity of the productive niche is reached, a

.gain by one group is predicted to be matched by a loss on the part of the

other group. There are, however, various other factors that define the

umique characteristics of the competing groups and that may alter either

the environment or constraints on the competing groups before thesCarrying

capacity of the productive niche is reached: populat on size, positive
4

attributes for competition such as education and org izatton, and external

forces or the state.

Population Size. In competition, a major factor determining the domi-

nance of one group, by another is the relative supply of competitors between

the two groups. While men dominate the productive piche at all times, in

periods of decrease in the available male population, e.g., war, the par-

ticipation of females will increase.!, AssumiLs that larger group size

establishes a higher probability of control over access to employment, and

assuming thatta relative decrease in the male population may open spaces in



the-proauctive niche to women, we hypotheAize that:

(4) The greater the proportion or supply of women in a

population, the greater their relative share ofthe.

labor force.

i Education. Access to educational attributes can determine an indi-

vidual's competitive abilities and in the case of individual women, educa-

tion is one of theVMajor determinants of women's4labor force participation

(Bowen and Finegan, 1969; Treiman and Terrell, 1975; Featherman and Hauser,

1976; McClendon, 1976). At the population level, the distribution of edu-

cationil resources between groups can determine a group's abilities to ef-

fectively compete for resources in the labpr force (Weiss et all 1976).

Siece the overall growth in famale occupations and labor force was a func-

tion of the demand for eduCated female labor (Oppenheimer, 1970), then we

hypothesize that:

(5) An increase in female education at the tertiary lsvel will

lead to an increase in women's share of the labor force

(relative to men).

Organization. Organizations can be used to protect a position of domi-

nance tr to better compete for a position of ddMinance in the productive

niche. The effects d unions as organizations operating to protect the

positions of workers are positive and significant. Weiss (1979) found that

unions have a positive effect on the income of the working class in the

United States: At the same time, unions have protected the position of

certain groups of workers. Honacich (1972) has argued that split labor

markets emerged in part ,through unionization to favor white workers over

black workers. With regard to women, Hartmann (1976) docuMents the
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historical instances of trade union efforts to exclude wcmea from the labor

force, both by keeping woien out of unions and through urging the passage

of prottive legislation. In more contempbrary times, women are still

underrepresented in union membership. For caxample, women constitute only

25 perCent of the membership and 7 percent of the leadership positions in the

AFL-T (Wertheimer, 1979). To_the extent,that the labor force is organized

into unions, then, we arkue that:

(6) An tacrease in the proportion of the labor force in unions

. will negatively affect the labor force share of women.

State. There arellbtors eXternal to the productive niche tillt Can' _

alter the environment of the niche or reduce the salience of the unique con-

straints of a given population segment for competition in that niche. In

terms of ocial.organiza,tion, the' state represepts an external factor that

can alter the environment. Previous research has shown that a more cor-

porate state can have positive effects on women's share of the labor force

by mtadlizing female workers through equal opportunity egisIation and

hiring practices (Weiss et al., 1976).
Additionally, str ng states, in

terms af government revenues, can stimulate economic expansion which is a

1

precondition to women's increased employment (Ward, 1982):. State expenditures

on childbare faciiities and training programs can
diminish tlw. salience

women's unique constraints in lhe labo; force (BaXDndall, 1980; U.S.

Commission on Civil-Fights, 1981). Therefore, we hypothesize that:

#

(7) Greater gdVernmental involvement in the productive niche

of

will increase women's share of the labor farce.

In summary, we have formulated a model of women's relative share of the

labor force in the United States. -This model assumes that women and,m17
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compete for access,to job resources. While economic expansion constitutes

a precondition far increased access of women to the labor force, the competi-

tive process can be affected by the unique constraints.on and attributes of

the competing female and male groups as well as the relative supply of

,workers within the population segments and th role of external structureE

such as the state: Furthermore, these relat nships may vary.on the basis

<
of the age,distribution of femaleS. The next se6'tion includes the data,

methods, aniv.nalysis utilized for testtng the hypotheses derived from this

model. ,

Methocle

Data

Our sample utilizes annual aggregate level data from the United States

for the time period 1940 to 1978. This period includes several'significant

shifts in the female labor force--mobilization for WorldrWa II, demobiliza-%

tion during the 1950s, and then labor force growth during the 1960s and

1970s.

Dependent Variables

The variables used in the analyses are gathered from a variety of sta-
ao

tistical yearbooks (for data sources see Appendix A). Two types of

dependent variables are used to represent women's accessA0 and location'

withirAlhe paid productive niche: measures of women's access to the total

labor force and women's actual employment in the civilian labor force.

First, the overall female share of the labor force dependent variable is

constructed by dividing the adult female labor force (aged 15-64) by the

total adult labor force (WLF1564). Then specific age group variables are

constructed by dividing the female labor force populatio aged 25 to 44 and
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4$ to 64 y\ears by the adult labor force (WLF2544 and WLF4564). These three

indicators inclUde both employed
and,unemployed persons And data a e available

from 1940 to 1978. Second, a measure of wopiten's share of the'employed

\civilian labor force from 19,47 to 1978 is computed by dividing the( number

0

oP'employed adult women by the total number of adults in the employed

civilian labor force (WECLF).; data,by age are unavailable. Hence, theSe two

0. 1 sets of)indicators diitinguish betweep immen drawn into the labor force and

women's share of actuhl employment.

In regard to trends in thesedependent variables over.timet, women's

overall share of.the labor force was 25 percent in 1940 and then rOse to

approximately 30 cent in 1945; a decline in women's share occurred from

194e1bltil 1954 when women's share once aga reached World War II levels.

From the mid 1950s on, women's share of the 1 or force inèreased monotonicalli

to approximately 41 percen in 1978. Younger women's share of the labor

force was,12 percent in 1942 and rose to 13 percent in 1957. Thereafter

a slight decline of younger women's share took place until 1970 when a

mOnotonic increase began and younger women's share of the labor force was

18 percent in 1978. Older women's share of the labor force was-46. liercent

in 1942 and increased steadily until 1971 when older 4romen constituted

approximately 13 percent of the labor force. Soon after, older women's

share began to decline and their share was only 11 percent in 1978. These

patterns can be ontrasted with women's share of ihe employed civilian

labor force which was 28 percent'in 1947 and has increased steadily until

1978 when men's share was 44 percent.
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Indepenlnt Variables .

,

From the same labor force sources, we construtted the size of the pro-

ductive niche variable (NICHE) oz: the total labor force aged 15 to 64

4)

divided by the total adult popUlaiion. This particular measure indicates

the number of persons in the labor force relative to the adult population;

. q

both employed and unemployed persons a;e 'in this indicator. In a

similar manner, the number of employed persons iA tge civilian labor force
I

S
relative to the adult population is constructed (CLFNICHE)s The influence

. . .
.

of unemployment on women's4actual employment is measured by the unemploymept

.)

4
.

rate (UNR). , ' I

Other theoretically relevant variables are constructed as follows: the

fetale population siZ) variables are computed by dividing th4 female popula-

. Aions aged 15-64, 25-44, and 45-64 by the total population aged 15-64

(FPOP1564, FPOP2544, FPOP4564). These variables rIpresent the relative'''.

female share of the adult population. State strength (GOVREV) is measured

by divitrilg goverIlMent revenueeby the gross national product. The extent

of workers' organizations vithiln the productive niche is operationalized as

the percent of the nonagricUltural labor fOrce that is unionized (UNION).

Constraints aDd attributes fox women's labor force:competition are repre-

J
sented by two variables. The general fertility rate for each"year.is used

as indicator of the childbearing constraint (FERT). A major attribute"

V for competition is women's relative share qf tertiary education (TERTED).

We constracted this variable by dividing the number of bachelors degrees

granted to women by the total number of bachelors degrees. Thus, these tw o'

indicators of the relative level of childbearing constraints and women's

access to valued educational resources.

1 6
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Model and 1eth9ds

Theoretically, we have specified certain causal processes\leading to

the determination of women's relative share of the labor force over time.

In this situation, time serieb analysis is the appropriate form of analysis.

.Since we do not anticipate these processes to be a function of instantaneous

dausation in that the.effects of the size of labor force, unions, 'fertility,

and education shotild affect women'tfacdess to.the labor force over a rile

span of at least ,a y
e

ear, lagged effects fgom the independent variablesoon

the dependent variabres.are,used in analysis. Hence, our major causal

relationships for the t4ree female groups and the

labor force can be sp'dfied in the following equatins

(1) WLF1564t = a + blNICHEt_l + b2P01?1564t_14 b3UNIOOt_l

`\ b
4
FERTt1 + b-GOVREVt_l + b6TEHTEDt-5

+ V
t-

(2) WLF2544t = a +-biNICHEti + 1D2POP.444t_i + b3UNIONt_,

e empl oyed Civilian

b FERTt1 + b'GOVREV
t-1

+ b TERTED
t-5

+ U.
4 -5

/
(3) WLF4564t = a + biNICHEt_1 + t2P0P4564t..1 + b3UNIONt_i +

b4FE2Tt_i .45OTIREVt_i + b6TERTEDtn5 + Wt

(4) kEU1F1564t = a"+ b1CLFNICHEZ bONR.+ b3POP156LI 1+ b061.+1.

b FERT + Z4 Z.

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for all variables are presented

in

The female civilian iAor force equation includes a measure of unemploy-

ment to examine the effects of overalf unemploymefit on women's actual employ-

ment. Due to a low number of cases, measures of the state and education are

omitted from initial analysis of the female CLF equatione't::



A major problem in OLS time series analysis is serial correlation of

error terms, especially if the model is misspecified. Implortant variables

excluded from the Analysis may cause the error terms to be serially corre-

lated. ThiS problem can lead to a loss of efhciency tp estimates and

lowered reliability. One way to correct for auto or Serial correlation is

through the use of generalized least squared (GLS) where.the variayles are

transformed by generLized differenCing. Thus, if the Durbin-Watson \\est

indicated serial correlation, then p was eptimated and the regressionfequa-

\
tions were reestimated (KMenta, 1971; Ostrom, 1978).

^

Result's

Women Aged 15-64

The OLS unstandardized;regression coefficients standard deviations,

coefficients of determination, and Purbin-Watson statistics are presented in

4. wonl.

Table 2. In equation 1, the niche siz

'e

, population, union, and fertility

variables'arelentered, followed by th state in equation 2, and tertiary

feiale education in equation 3. For t h overall female share -of the labor

force,4"the specified model works well; all variables are significant and

operate in ,the predicted direction with the excepttion of the eduCation and

74a

fertility bles. The Durbin-Watson statistic indicates the absente of

( " .

A

skial corr lation (see Table 2, equations 1-3). .1he major determinant of
,

women's la or force share is the relaiive size of the female population'_

where al perceill -a-binge in tiie female popUlatIon results in a 6.7-percent

change in the femalephare of the labor force. The size ofOhe produCtive
4

niche has a positive influencp (.7%) that is counteracted by the negative

effect of unions (-.4%). In equation 2 we can see that when state strength
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38 included in the equation, this variablehas a positive effect on women's

labor farce sharo.--At the sametimb, the negative influence of unions

(-.%) increases and the effect of niche size (.6%) declias.

The nonsignificant influence.of the general fertility rate is rather

4

puzzling in light of previous redearch. In thisssituAtion there fs A problem

with multicollinearity: the zero-order cornBlation,of ;ertiIity with unioni-

zatiqn is .78 (see TaSie 1).3 The union measure is,s,however, more highly

'correlated with the dependent vatiable and its relatiCnship may account for
.

the nonsignfficant inftuence of fertility. We reestimated themodel omitting

the fertility measure. In analyses not reported here, the omission of the

fertility measure resUlts 'Only J41 slight upward changes in the remaining

coefficients.
4

We conclude, therefore, that on aggregate level, and

controlling for other factors, this measure of fertility has a nonsignificant
IP

impact on women's share afwthe labor force. This finding Auggests also that

fertility net of other factors may be decrelsIng in impor4nce as a con-

straint on women's competitive abilities.

Tile lack of significant effects from the edu ation variable as observed

in equation 3 is interest144. We tried a number of different lags, with no

AO
apparent success. Two possi le explanations are: (1) this particular

measure is not tapping the\irbuence of educe-40n on women'e share of the

labor force,
4

OX (2) there are non-significant tertiary effects.5 Of the

latier exelanatia, per s changes in women's share of tertiary educatfon
"

over time have 4ot operated to increase women's share of the labor force or

*to provide a competitive advantage vis-a-vis men (Sorkin, 1973).



Women Aged 25-44

The processes determining the labor force share of younger women are

ielatively similar to the model for all\women; however, this model specifi-

cation has less predictive.power (see Table 3). In the OLS equgtion, the
4

Durbin-Watson statistics indicate the presence of serial correlation, so

the regression equations were reestimate4,using GLS techniques and assuming
1 A

a first-order autoregressive process (p is provided in the D4hin-Watsbn

column- -Ostrom,_1978). The labor force niche has a stable and positive

influence on younger women'-.J labor force share across all three equations;

\
a percent change in the labor force results in a .2 percent change in

younger women's share (equation 2). Unionization has a consistently npga-
4

tive influence where women's share declines at -.4 percent. The relative

size of the younger female population has a nonsignificant effebt th the

first GLS equation and when:State strength is includda, the populatiosize

variable only approaches significance.. The'state varfable operates to raise

younger women's share of the labor force (.3percent).

Once again, fertility and the femalp share of education variables are

not significant. For fertility, thia finding appears to be a function of

multicollinearity, where the unioT and population varlables are more highly

correlated with the dependent variable than is fertility.
6

As to the lack

of effects from elucation, this particular measure has only a slight corre-
.

lation with younger women's labor force share (r-s-=.009)\,_Tertiary educa-,

tion does not enhance the competitive abilities of this age group. Further,

the number of younger wamen in the.population has a nonsignificant effect on

younger women's share of the tabor force. Obviously, other important

u

4
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determinants of younger woden's share of the labor force remain to be

specified. In particular, fcce future research marital status could be

another group characteristic that is related to fertility but mediates

the supply of young women workers. The prcportion of married versus singlp

women may constrain the number of women who are able to
A
compete (Oppen-

"

heimer, 1970).

Wornenbrd 4 -64.

The significant determinants of older women's share of the labor force

differ somewhat from the models of all and younger women. Since the

4
LurbilTttson statistics allow us to reject'the null hypothesis of ero

autocorrelation in equations 1 and 2, GLS estimates will be discussed for

the first two equations and OLS estimates equation 3 (see Table 4). The

notable differences for older women include the nonsignificant influence of

- 'the state and the positive influence of tertiary education. Condurrently,

the size of the productive niche effects, albeit positive and significant,

axle less than for(all and yourige/women t.07 versus .56 andr.21j.

Unionization and populatipn have the predicted effects that
) were also,

smaller than those of the other two groups. Finally, fertility has a non-

significant influence. Here,, the explanation As not mUlticollineatity but '

rather a small correlation with older women's Iabor forCe share-(r = -.13).

The explanation for these findings is no readily appare4. The posi-

tive'influenCe of education appears to be a extistical artifact, where a

small zero-order relationship
bebomes positive in a mativariate context

(Cordon, 1968). The relationship between the state and older women's labor

force share, while weaker than in the case of all women, is &dieted by till



high relationship between older women's population and the state variables.

Finally, tfie negligible influence of fertility was predicted in our hypo-

.

,thesesf but an alternative expectation might be that the fertility rate would

operate to increase older women's share of the labor force, especially if

fertility was eating as a constraint on younge4 women's participation. This

process is rnot taking place.
*

In general, older w9men's shaie 44 the labor force is strongly deter-

A % ' I

mined by the relative size of this a:group followed by unionization and

the labor force niche. Assto the inkuence.of the niChe compared with the

results for all and younger women, we must conclude that the size of the

groductive niche and other factors hive played a less important role than
N

Auld be expected. Onei!eason for-these differences might include earlier

patterns of labor force participation that precluded older women's partici-

pation and favored younger'womer04 participation, i.e., the demand for young

and single female workers witfi less obsolete skills. At the same time, the'

specified model-works moderately wellA all three age.groups with Some
4

1

variations on the basis of age. FUrther specification,of the younger and

older women's models is needed: the influence of marital status on women's

competitive abilities warrants additional investigation.

e-

A

Women's Share of the Employed Civilian Labor Farce
.1

In order to examine women's share of theKaMployed civilian labor force,

la new set of equations is estimated. of regresding women's

share of the employed labor force on the employed niche unemployment, popu-

lation, union, and fertility variables are shown in Table 5, equation I.
7

1

The Durbin-Watson statistics indicate the presence of serial correlation;

'
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thus the GLS estimateq are discussed. First, the size of the employed

niche and unionize on variables Have significant/effects that are in the

predicted direction. The unemployment variable, however, has a positive

effeft on women's share of employment in contradiction to earlier expecta-

tions that women lose access to employient during periods of high unemploy-

ment. 'Finally, the popoulation and 'fertility variables have non-significant

effects.on women's share,of employment.

The nbn-significant effecte,of fertility and population size are due

to the multicollinearity problems cited earlier;An particular, the popula

.1'

tion size has a cmrelation of .87 with the niche variab14. Hence, he basic

equation is reestimated without the population variable while addiing the

education variable. The OLS and GLS estimates for these equaiions.are

8 C$-6
sham in Table'5, equation 2. The .

results indicate that fertility has a
A

significant negative effect on women's share of employment and that unionize-

tion retains its negative effects. Other variable_operate in the predicted
4

manner; however, education is significant but-negatimii. indicating that the

number of degrees granted to women has small negative effects on women's

employment.

The positive effects of'unemployment an woman's share of the labor

force merit further attention. According to Hawley (1950), the unemployment

rate is a proxy for the carrying capacity of the environment. Hence, ftom

ecological theory, we might expect that women would be excluded from the

labor force during periods of employment. The positive effects of unemploy-

ment, however, indicate that women's share of employment has continued to

increase despite.high levels of unemployment. These results, therefore,

reflect a situation where women and men compete only indirectly fni

23
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employment--a relationship thEit confirms other research on women's emplcy:

ment during econcmic.crises (Milkman,.1976).

In cpntrast with the results fot the women's share of the labor force

equations, women's shpe of the emproyed civilian labor force is more

'stronfly determined by the size of the employed niche, unemployment,

unionization, education, and fertility. With the omission of ihe state

strength and population variables, fertility has a negative effect on

women's employment. Thus, the determinants of women's actual employment

differ somewhat from women's access to the labor force (

unemployed worke

both employed and

Discussion

In evaluating these resjts in light of the th retical model set

forth, there 4aaNathreespoints'for Ansideration: (1)/he relative ef-
.

fectiveness of the theoretical model*, (2) the influence of long-term struc-

turalprocesse women's share of the labor force, and (3) directions far

future research. First, at a 'basic level, the measurement model explains

women's access to the labor 6rce over time; a slightly modified model.

explains women's share of employment in the civilian labor force. We know

that the size\of the labor force, the relative number of women in,the popu-

lation, and governmental involvement in the economy all operate to raise

women's access to the labor force while unionization operates to lower

women's 'accefis: At the same time, the size of the employed niche and unem-

ployment increase women's share of actual employment; unionization,,fer-

tility, and education lower 4omen's share. We suggest that these results,

in ccordance with the-hypo"eses derived from ecological theory, provide

24
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partial empirical support for the theoretical model and for utilizing an

ecological framework in analyzing the problem area of women and the labor

force. As to the unsUccessftl resUlts with the fertility and education

measures in the women's share of the labor force equations, research and

alternative operationalizations need tebe undertaken. These results sug-
sk

gest, howeygr, that over time, fertility, in terms of ,women's access to the
4

labor force, may op te less as a constraint and that women's share of

tertiary education maynot be a significant attribute.

Second,,the model and empirical results suggest that researchers in the

area of women and the labor force need to look at how long-term structural

and competitive processes affect women's economic participation relative to

men. In particular, the influence of economic expansion, unemployment, the

growth of female specific sectors, and the role of the state should be

incorporated into theoretical considerations and analyses. The role of

unions in perpetuating a gender division of labor should also be investi-

gated.
4

Third, obviously this model requires further articulation and specifi-

cation. A better measure of the supply of womeriorkers relative to men is

i needed; perhaps a better measure would be the number of single and married

women. Other p nts of concern should include a more specific examination

of the actual extent of niche overlap between women and men in the labor'

force. Given the extreme degree of occupation segregation of women in the

overall labor force and the positive effects of employment (Blau, 1978),

we need to specify the particular realizeciNniches or

where women and men actually compete, e.g., f

25
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(Weiss et al., 1976), or where the relative proportion of women approaches

parity.' Until sufficient longitudinal data are available, the question of

niche overlap over time may be difficult to resolve: occupational staiCs7-\,

tics by sex are available by year only after 1953. Currently, the idea of

competition and niche overlap can be utilized in ongoing studies of firm

and worker characteristics (for example, see Blau, 1977).

An additional consideration for future research is the utility of this

model for other nation-states and, in particular; for developed versus less

developed nation-states. Thisvtopic is addreld by Ward (1982). The

results from this research indicate that the role and structure of the

economy within the context of the world economic system are important

factors in the vross-nationalc determination of women's share of the overall

labor force and specific industrial sectors.

S.

26



.3-Milkman (1976) has noted that in past periods of economic crises,

214.

women's use production .within the home was expected to compensate for any

hardship causei by male unemployment. With\th"'e extensTze expropriation of

women' s use production into the marketplace, families may be unable to rely

on women's increased use production during economic crises. Hence, we make
,t

the argument that jobs have now become the major resource for survival for

both women and men in achsranced capitalist economies. Additionally, given

the growing number of female headed families in the United States, many women

do not depend on a male head of household to provide the total income for

the family.

2
The idea of the supply of male versus female workers may be more rele-

want in cross-national analyses utilizing tountries that sustained substan-

tial losses of the male population during war time. However, the argument

is still made that the larger number of women in the population or by age

group should have a positive effect on women's competition for access to the

\labor force,.

jThis high relationship is due to the situation in the 1950s where fer-

tility was increasing while the percent of the unionized.labor force was

decreasing.
1

,

IlVhen the effects of fertility are estimated while omitting the unioni-

mtion variable, the fertility effects are significant and negative. How-

ever, the size of the imoduttive niche variable becomes larger along with

the effects of pcpulation; the state becomes nonsignificant.
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5The nonsignificant effects could/be due to the relationship among

women's education, labor force participation, and husband's income where

although women's education leads to greater labor force participation, this

participation declines wi h husband's income.

6The effects of fertility on women's share of the labor force without

tontrolling for unionization are also nonsignificant.

7The state and education variables are not included in the initial

equations due to the low nuMber of cases.

8 -In,analyses not reported here, the state has nonsignificant effects on

women's ahare Of the employed ciilian labor force while controlling for the

employed civilianiabor force, uneMployment, and either unionization or fer-

tility.

26



'Table 1

Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations*

VeXiables
WLF

1 64
WLF
2 44

WLF
4564

-
wECLF

POPF
156 4

POPF
2564

POPF
4564

NICHE
EMP

NICHE
FERT UNION GOVREV TERTED UNR

WLF1564 1.00

WLF254461 .829 1.00

WLF4564a 7' .791 .446 1.00

WECLF .990 .847 .719 1,00

POPF1564b ,.868 .589 .923 .814- 1.00

POPF2544b .-.847 -.548 -.685 -.861 -.677 1.00

POPF4564b .717 .297 .977 .512 .911 -.531 1.00

NICHE .714 .640 .349 .928 .500 -.494 .402 1.00

EMPNICHE
b

.826, .752 .776 .847 .869 -.538 .750 .548 1.00

FERTb -.496 -.624 -.131 -.847 -.148 .713 .149 -.369 -.168 1,00

UNIONb -.680 -.661 -.484 -.941 .423 .818 -.208 -.277 -.395 .782 1.00

GOVREV .403 .172 .287 .142 .487 -.164 .519 .571 .446 .154 .294 1.00

TERTED -.128 -.009 -.373 -.122 -.230 .002 -.394 -.206 -.123 -.293 -.085 -.104 1.00

UN Rb -.159 .362 .249 .480 -.220 -.067 -.292 -.486 .313 -.316 -.399 -.740 .000 1.00

Mean .325 .135 .101 .346 .505 .217 .162 .665 .602 .097 .299 .171 .395 .054

S.d. .043 .013 .022 .042 .004 .015 .011 .020 .023 .018 .032 .039 .071 .031

N. of Cases 39 37 37 32 39 39 39 39 38 39 39 39 38 38

*Definition of variables (also described in the text):
WLF25441 WLF4564: female labor force (by age) divided by adult labor force aged 15-64

29 30



Table 1 (cont.)
WECLF: female employed civilian labor force divided by adult employed civilian labor forse

P0PF1564, POPF2544, P0PF4564: female popula4on (by age) divided by adult populAtion 4

NICHE: total adult labor force divided by total adult population
EMPNIGHE: total adult employed civilian labOr force divided by adult population
FERT: general fertility rate ,

UNION: percent of nonagricultural laber force .that is unionised

.GOVREM: government revenues divided by Gross National Product
' TERTP.t bachelors degrees granted to females dividedtby total bachelors degrees

MR: unemployment rate

aMeaspred at time 1.

bMeasured at time minus 1.

eMeastired at time minus 5.
,

VA.

A



Table 2

Labor Porce Share of Women Aged 15-641
OLS Regression Estimatesa

9--;)

Variables OLS OLS

Equation 1 Equation 2

NICHE .7064* .5657*

(.0963) (.1027)

UNION -.4265* -.6456*

(.0905) (.1161)

p0P1564 6.7972* 5.4462*

(.5894 (.7370)

FERT -.007 .0465

(.1570) (.1539)

GOVREV .1945*
(.0720)

TERTED

INTR * y -3.441 -2.6465

R2 - .9600 .9673

N 39 39
Durbin-Watson 1.87 1.92

MSE .00008 .00007

OLS

Equation 3

.5694*
(.1115)

-.C.'il;":]3:14;

5.764* \
(.7671).

.0487
(.1633)

.1669*

(.0748)

.0154
(.0228)

,..

-2.8249
.9659

38
2.06
.00007

a
Variables defined in Table 1.

*Significant, 2 < .05.
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Table 3

Labor Force Share of Women Aged 25-44:
OLS and GLS Regression Estimatesa

29

NICHE

.UNION

P0F2544

FERT

GOVREV

TERTED

PTR
N
Durbin-Watson
MSE

OLS GLS OLS GLS OLS GLS

Equation 1 Eqmation 2 Equation 3

.3637* .2290* .2066* .2230* .1953 .1980*

(.0974) (.0609) (.0885) (.0839) (.1027) (.0843)

-.2909* -.2094* -.6096* -.3642* -.5496* -.2910*

(.0903) (.0549) (.1073) (.0831) (.1257) (.0855)

.3146* .0174 .8529* .3889 .7402* .2324

(.1880) (.2159) , (.2023) (.1979) (-.2392) (.2102)

-.0344 .0098 -.0229 -.0553 -4.0194* -.0335

(.1397) (.1357) (.1144) (.1314) (.1415) (.1408)

.2670* .1243* .2416* .0953

(.0652) (.0527) (.0717) (.0515)
r

.0006 .0028

(.0208) (.0214)

-.0838 .0416 -.0485 -.0042 -.0310 .0258

.6331 .4975 .7620 .6589 .6753 .5674

37 36 37 36 , 36 35

.2540 777 1.013 .4789" .835 .5220

.00007 .00001 ---..0D004 .00002 .00005 .00002
4.

aVarialles defined in Table 1.

b
Autocorrelation coefficient.

-"Significant, 2 < .05.

4
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Table 4.

,Labor Force Share of Women Aged 45-64:

OLS and GriS Regression Estimatesa

30

Variables OLS GLS OLS. GIS OL$ GLS

ICHE

Equation 1

.0827* .07*
(.0278) (.0305)

Eqwation 2

.0739* .0739*
(.0289) (.0317)

Equation 3

0888. .0876*

(.0290 (.0295)

UNION -.0973*
(.0235)

-.0925*
4(.0256)

-.1259*

t(.0353)

-.1101*
(.0346)

-.0855*
(.0348)

-.0836*
(.0349)

PpP4564 2.1064* 2.1104* 2.0518* 2.077* 2.1682* 2.1710*

(.0536) (.0638) (.0734) (.0771) (.0742) (.0750)

FERT -.0300 .0149 -.0082 -.6052 -.0087

(.0467) (.0522) --(.076) (.0584) (.0555 (.0557)

GOVREV .0241 .0151 -.0005 -.0012

(.0223) (.0224) (.0212) (.0212)

TERTED .0143* .0141*
4. (.006o) (A062)

INTR IL_

R?

-.2671
..1.-9904

-.2665
.9845

-.2516
.9907

-.2567
.9868

-.2922
.9932

-.2919
.9928

Durbin-Watson

36
.265

37
1.51

37
.200

36
1.81

35 b
.035

MSE 000005 .000004 .000005 .000004 .000004 .000004

aVariables defined in Table 1.

b
Autoc6 relation coefficient.

*Significant, p
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Table 5

Women's Share of the EMployed Civilian Labor Force:

OLS and GLS Regression Estimatesa

31

Variables OLS GLS OLS GLS

E4uation 1 Dluation 2 4

CLFNICHE .7375* .67,gg ) .65o6-* :4J989*.

(.2921) (.2934 (.1798) (.1939)

UNR .5940* .6481* .5634,* .6088*

(.1692) (.1881) (.1175) (.1362)

UNION -.$454* -.5828*. -.6499*: -.6000*

(.2042) (.2071) (.1227) (.1503)

Pond564 1

--

2.8773
(1.7227)

1.0315
(1.4342)

FERT -.2032 -.3396 -.4946* -.5881*

(.25g3) *(.2716) (.1817) (.2069)

TERTED -.1157* -.1168*

1
(.0203) (.0247)

INTR -1.4068 -.4143 .2106 .2347

.9386 .8976, .970 .9425

31 31 31 31

Durbin-Wat on 1.1161 .397
b 1.0876 .4218

MSE .0001 .00008 .00005 .00004

aVariables defined in Table 1.

b
Autocorrelation Coefficient.

* Significant, 2<.05.
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APPENDIX A

DATAIOURCES

LabOr Force

Bureau of the Census
1975 Historical Statistics of the United States.

D.C.

Bureau of Labor Statistics

1977 Handbook of Labor Statistics.

t2

vol. I. Washington,

WashAgton, D.C.

Department of Labor
1979 EMployment and Une41oyment During 1978: An Analysis. No. 218.

Washington, D.C.

.1201111112E

Bureau of the Census
1965 Current Population Surveys P.-25. No. 311. Washington, D.C.

1974 Current Population Surveys P-25. No. 514. Washington, D.C.

1978 Current Population Surveys P-25. No. 721. Washington, D.C.

Government Revenues and Gross National Product

Bureau of the Census
3.975. Historical Statistics af the United States.

D.C.

Vol. II. Washington,

1975, 1977 Statistical Abstract of the United States. Washington, D.C.

Unions

Bureau of
1975

Bureau of
1970

the Census
Historical Statistils of the United States. Vol. II. Washington,

D.C.

Labor Statistics
"Labor union and employee association membership." U.S.

Department of Labor 79-605. Washington, D.C.
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Ed tato ---;')

Bur u/Of the Census
1975 Historical Statistics of the United States. Vol. II. Washington,

D.C.

1971-78 Statistical Abstrapt of the United States. Washington, D.C.

General Fertility Rate

fel
Bureau of the Census

1975 Historical Statistics of the United States. Vol. I. Washington,

D.C.

..

1975, 1977, 1978 StatistUal Abstract of the United States.

Washington, D.C.
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